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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2351–The Elysian Inscription appeared and 
provided significant gains to non-human races. 

Those bathed by the Elysian Light unlocked greater potential, but some had instant 
improvements to their strength 

It was akin to all non-human races winning the lottery. The difference was that some 
only won a few dollars, while others won millions 

The weasel was originally an ordinary animal that lived at the base of Mount Jade With 
the restoration of Empyrean Spiritual Energy on Earth, he gradually gained sentience. In 
the beginning, he was relatively weak so he cultivated in hiding. 

After the Elysian Light transformed him, he immediately attained immense strength. 

His current strength far exceeded that of Earth’s martial artists 

As soon as he gained tremendous strength, he summoned all the beasts around Mount 
Jade. He launched an attack to occupy and rule Mount Jade 

Seeing the incapacitated martial artists strewn around the hall, he could not repress his 
delight and burst into a haughty laugh “Haha! Humans were supposed to be superior 
beings endowed with great intelligence Despite it all, you’re but an ant before my might. 
Today, I’ll feast on all your blood” 

He waved his hand and powerful energy formed in his palm 

The force swept across the hall and a martial artist was swiftly dragged to him. The 
martial artists were completely helpless. The Weasel King bit the martial artist’s neck 
and drained him of his blood in seconds. The victim did not even have the chance to 
scream in pain 

The Weasel King thoughtlessly threw the martial artist’s corpse on the ground. He 
reached up and wiped off the fresh blood on the corner of his mouth. He stood up with a 
satiated look and walked down from his seat. He looked at the martial artists in the main 
hall. 

“I’ve decided to keep you all captive and slowly feed on your blood.” 

He burst out in laughter. 

“Grunts, lock up these self-righteous human martial artists.” 



Soon, several beastfolk entered the hall. These beastfolk had humanoid forms with 
animal characteristics. 

The martial artists in the hall were locked up 

All the martial artists on Mount Jade were now held captive. 

Mount Jade had fallen. 

After the Weasel King conquered Mount Jade, he posted an article on the earth’s 
Martial Arts Forum. 

“I, the Weasel King, have taken over Mount Jade. I will establish a sect on this 
mountain. From today onward, Mount Jade will be renamed Mount Weasel and I shall 
be its king. The mountain will be open to the public, and powerful beasts are welcome to 
settle here.” 

The humans on Earth were shocked at the sudden announcement 

“What? Mount Jade has fallen?” 

“Oh my god, isn’t Mount Jade where the earth’s martial artists are gathered? How could 
this happen? 

Even Mount Jade, led by the Omniscient Deity, has been conquered by beasts. Who’s 
going to lead humanity now?” 

“We can only put our hopes on Wrymstead.” 

People all over the world were gripped by fear. 

By then, James had already reached Mount Jade. He appeared outside Mount Jade’s 
vicinity. He did not see any martial artists Instead, he noticed a few strong beasts 
gathered in a group 

The weakest among them was as strong as a Supernatural. 

“What happened to Mount Jade?” 

James stood outside Mount Jade and observed the beasts before him. Frowning, he 
murmured, “It seems beasts have overrun Mount Jade. What’s the condition of the 
Omniscient Deity and the other martial artists?” 

He was lost in thought while standing outside Mount Jade. 



Initially, he came to discuss a plan with the Omniscient Deity. However, Mount Jade had 
fallen, and it would not be long before the whole world followed suit and was conquered 
by beasts. 

Humanity had lost dominion over the earth. 

“Right now, I can only save as many people as possible. Hopefully, when the 
catastrophe of beasts is over, humanity will still be able to fight back.” 

James murmured 

Immediately, he took out a silver-white mask and put it on 

James donned a black robe and the upper half of his face was covered by the silver-
white mask. 

He telepathically summoned the Primordial Dragon Blade to his hand. 

“No… The Primordial Dragon Blade is too conspicuous. If I use it and word gets out, 
Divinity Sect will figure out it’s me James frowned slightly 

Divinity Sect had investigated him before, so they naturally knew the weapon he usually 
wielded 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2352–His identity would be exposed if he used 
the Primordial Dragon Blade. 

James put away the sword and contacted Sophie, who was in the Celestial Abode. He 
asked, “Ms. Sophie, is there any suitable weapon for me in the Celestial Abode?” 

Sophie said, “There’s a Supreme Armory in the Celestial Abode However, you need to 
at least be at the Sage Rank before entering it. You won’t be able to wield the weapons 
in there with your current strength Hmm How about this? Give me some time. I’ll forge a 
suitable sword for you.” 

Hearing this, James waited patiently 

In just five minutes, Sophie had forged a brand-new sword for James 

The sword materialized in James’ hands. 



It was a long sword about two meters in length. It had a white blade with several 
mysterious inscriptions on it. James held the sword and could tell that it was an 
extraordinary sword with powerful energy. 

The new sword’s energy was far greater than the Primordial Dragon Blade 

Sophie’s voice came from the Celestial Abode. “The Primordial Dragon Blade is a 
magnificent sword made from dragon bone. Not only that, it was also stained with 
dragon blood. However, you are still very weak and can’t unleash the Primordial Dragon 
Blade’s full potential 

“I quickly forged a new sword for you. Despite it being forged so fast, it’s pretty powerful 
and better suits your current strength. 

“Got it Thank you, Ms. Sophie James had a grateful expression. 

Immediately afterward, the smile on his face vanished and was replaced by a vicious 
glower. 

He planned on going on a killing spree today. 

James wanted the blood of the beasts to flow down Mount Jade. He wanted it to serve 
as a warning for the beasts on Earth He wanted them to rethink how powerful they were 
if they wanted to take action against the earth’s humans” 

He wanted to make the Weasel King an example for the other beasts 

Before he moved, James pulled out his phone and made a new account on the Martial 
Arts Forum. He entered the broadcast page and started a live broadcast 

He gave his live broadcast an eye-catching and menacing name-The Live Broadcast of 
the Masked Warrior’s Massacre on Mount Jade! 

Then, James flicked his wrist lightly and the phone floated behind him. 

He used his telekinesis to control the phone and filmed himself approaching Mount Jade 

“Who’s there? 

As soon as he got close, he was immediately detected by some beasts on Mount Jade 

Soon, hundreds of beasts surrounded him 

All of these beasts were beastfolk that retained a number of bestial features. 



Some had human bodies and horse faces, while others had snake bodies with human 
heads. 

Hundreds of them appeared and blocked James’ path, 

At a glance, James could sense that these beastfolk were relatively weak. The weaker 
ones among them were at the Supernatural Rank, and stronger ones were only at the 
Herculean Rank 

“You’re the Masked Warrior?” 

James held his long sword and said ruthlessly. “Do you really think humans can’t fight 
against you? How dare you lowly beasts try to occupy Mount Jade 

“So you’ve come to die?” 

“Attack! Kill him!” 

Countless beasts charged at him James stepped forward with his long sword, suddenly 
appearing hundreds of meters away. He swung his long sword while moving and 
instantly slaughtered hundreds of beasts 

With one attack, he killed hundreds of them 

At the same time, he was broadcasting the massacre 

His live broadcast room’s pompous name quickly attracted a lot of attention. A few 
people watched his live broadcast and were stunned by the footage. Immediately, they 
began to share the link of the live broadcast with others. 

In just one minute, tens of thousands of people were actively watching his livestream. 

At the same time, people were rapidly sharing the live broadcast, and the number of 
viewers kept growing. 

With countless viewers watching him, James held his long white sword and slowly 
stepped imposingly toward Mount Jade. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2353–James took his time since he was waiting 
for more viewers to join his live broadcast. He wanted Outsiders from the Three 
Thousand Worlds and the beasts on Earth to hear about his live broadcast. 



He knew it would be difficult for him to save humanity on Earth with his strength alone. 

However, he had to step up and gain a foothold for humans. 

He needed to make it known to the beasts that powerful humans existed on Earth 

James’ live broadcast room quickly went viral 

In just a few minutes, it gained hundreds of thousands of viewers. 

At that moment, some human women were dancing on Mount Jade’s main peak. 

The Weasel King was seated in the front, leaning on his chair. He enjoyed the 
performance as some beautiful women fed him Spiritual Fruits and the others 
massaged him. 

“My Lord, I bring bad news! We have a problem!” 

A weasel ran into the hall 

it was a weasel that did not have a humanoid form yet. 

The Weasel King said nonchalantly, “What’s wrong? Why are you making such a big 
fuss?” 

“A-A human appeared at the base of the mountain and killed many of our guards 
protecting Mount Weasel.” 

“What?” 

The Weasel King stood up abruptly and unleashed imposing energy from his body. 

The people around him were simply ordinary humans he had taken captive. These 
humans could not bear the intensity of the energy and died instantly. 

With a furious expression, he said. Tm already at the Mage Rank. Which human dares 
to show up at Mount Weasel and stir up trouble?” 

“Warriors! Destroy this human that’s attempting to climb the mountain” 

He dispatched his beast army immediately 

James casually strolled up Mount Jade. When he was halfway up the mountain, 
countless more beasts appeared. Some were in humanoid forms, while others still had 
bestial forms. However, all of them were quite powerful. 



Their strength far surpassed that of earth’s humans. 

Apart from a few people like James, the other humans on Earth stood no chance 
against them. 

James kept his cool when he saw the army of beasts before him. He could sense that 
he had hundreds of thousands of viewers watching his transmission. 

It was not a lot, but still adequate for now. 

As long as someone watching the live broadcast recorded it, the video of him 
massacring the beasts on Mount Jade would spread eventually and deter the beasts on 
Earth from acting foolishly 

James held his long white sword and took a step forward. 

A blurred silhouette was left in his place. 

It gradually faded away, and his physical body reappeared on the mountaintop. In that 
time, all the beasts on the mountainside were exterminated. 

James swordsmanship had already reached the point of perfection. He easily killed 
these lesser beasts with a simple, invisible energy sword. 

After he killed the army of beasts, the Weasel King walked out of the hall. He looked at 
James holding a long sword in his black robe and silver-white mask. His face darkened, 
and he said dangerously. “Do you have a death wish?” 

As his menacing voice left his lips, he suddenly lunged and a powerful force 
materialized in his palm. 

James knew the Weasel King was strong and had reached the Mage Rank. 

Although James had acquired many boons in the Ancient Realm, his cultivation rank 
was still relatively low. His physical strength was only at the Immortal Ascension’s 
Eighth Stair. The Weasel King was at the Mage Rank and could easily crush him 

So, James had to act with the utmost caution. 

He also was unwilling to use the Sacrilegious Ascension. If he had chosen to, he could 
kill the Weasel King within minutes. 

James mobilized his True Energy 



His True Energy rapidly surged throughout his body and roused the dragon bone. At 
that moment, the dragon bone emitted a golden light, and the inscription within it was 
triggered 

Powerful energy emerged from the inscription and fused with James’ True Energy, 
flowing throughout his body 

James’s strength immediately skyrocketed. 

The Weasel King launched an attack, but James stood motionless like a sturdy 
mountain. 

An incredible force struck James and knocked him back by tens of meters. 

Aside from being pushed away, he was unharmed 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2354–James raised his hands and straightened 
out his disheveled clothes. He looked at the solemn Weasel King before him and said 
nonchalantly. “You biggest mistakes were trying to take over Mount Jade and hurting 
earth’s humans. Today will be the day you breathe your last.” 

“Haha.” 

The Weasel King raised his head and cackled. 

After seeing his opponent withstand his earlier attack, he knew fighting James would not 
be easy. 

““Haha!” 

He no longer held back, and channeled his full force through his body. Suddenly, he 
transformed back into his original bestial form. 

He had a massive body, like a towering mountain, and exuded an intense killing intent 

“Human scum. Today, I’ll devour your flesh and blood” 

At that moment, millions of people were watching James’ live broadcast. Among them 
were some Outsiders 

When they saw the weasel return to its bestial form from their screens, the earth’s 
humans were worried about James. 



That weasel is very strong. He claimed to be at the Mage Rank” 

“Who’s the masked human?” 

“When did such a powerful person exist on Earth?” 

“Masked Warrior, you can do it 

“Humanity is depending on you.” 

People’s comments flooded the live broadcast 

On the contrary, James was not intimidated by the weasel at all 

After activating the dragon bone’s power, James’ strength skyrocketed. With his 
invincible swordsmanship and formidable physical body, he was confident in disposing 
of the Weasel King. 

“James” 

Sophie’s voice came from the Celestial Abode. 

James responded, “Hmm? What’s wrong?” 

it’s time for the Gorger to show its might.” 

Sophie said, “It’s been a while since the Gorger was born. It was very weak when it first 
hatched but has matured now. In addition to that, it was touched by the Elysian Light 
and now has strength way above yours.” 

James nodded “Alright. If you insist, then let the Gorger handle this. It’s a divine beast 
from ancient times, so it should be familiar to the beasts here. They’ll surely fear the 
Gorger once they see it.” 

He channeled a thought and the ring on his finger glowed with a faint light. Then, a bird 
flew out of the Celestial Abode and perched on James’ shoulder 

“James, you finally let me out!” 

A breezy voice tickled his ears. 

James was taken aback when he heard the voice 

“A female voice 

James had an astonished look “Little Gorger, you’re female?” 



The little bird on his shoulder replied dissatisfiedly, “Who are you calling Little Gorger? 
My name is Feb.” “Feb?” James was taken aback. 

The Gorger replied, “That’s right. Sophie said I was born in February, so my name is 
Feb. Watch me devour this weasel, James” 

Feb dashed forward and flitted in mid-air. She looked at the enormous weasel before 
her. She pointed her little claw at him and said, “Puny weasel, why aren’t you kneeling?” 

The Weasel King was dumbfounded at the sight of the little bird pointing its tiny claw at 
him. Then, he snickered “Haha I’m going to die from laughter.” 

Before he could finish his sentence, a powerful force emitted from Feb. All of a sudden, 
her body grew larger and she transformed into a massive bird This ” 

This scene shocked not only the Weasel King, but also the rest of the humans watching 
the live broadcast. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2355–A little bird transformed into a behemoth in 
the blink of an eye 

Feb had a huge body that was hundreds of meters long with beautiful purple plumage. 
A purple light surrounded her wings. 

Her beak was as sharp as a knife. She also had a single horn on her head that had 
mysterious inscriptions flowing around it 

The talons on her feet were sharp and her a long tail trailed in the air. 

James looked at the transformed Feb in shock. He murmured. “Is this the true form of a 
Gorger? Despite her gargantuan size, Feb still looks beautiful with the dazzling purple 
light around her body.” 

At that moment, the live broadcast’s comments section went crazy 

“What kind of beast is that?” 

It has such an enormous body!” 

“Do you guys see the inscriptions circling its wings and horn?” 

“Usually, anything bearing such inscriptions is a force to be reckoned with.” 



Humans had never seen Gorgers before and had no idea what Feb was. She looked 
like a big purple bird, closely resembling a phoenix. 

The beasts watching the live broadcast trembled in fear even though they were simply 
watching through their screens 

The Waesel King was also paralysed with terror 

Although he reached the Mage Rank, his blood ran cold upon seeing the transformed 
Gorger. He felt an oppressive force that made his soul shiver. 

It was akin to a commoner coming before an emperor, His very soul trembled in fear 

As the Weasel King quivered, Feb opened her large beak She inhaled forcefully and 
swallowed the Weasel King whole. 

After Feb swallowed the Waesal King she refined him and converted his entirety into 
her True Energy 

Then, Feb transformed back into an adorable bird. 

James turned around and looked at his phone nearby. Then, he said in a low voice. I’m 
the Masked Warrior, a human from Earth. I’m warning all the beasts on Earth not to 
cause trouble. If any of you step into human territory, I won’t you show any mercy” 

After speaking. James casually waved his hand, and the phone drew closer to him. 

He grabbed the phone and ended the live broadcast. 

Afterward, he wiped out all the beasts around Mount Jade and began to rescue the 
humans. 

After successfully saving everyone, he did not reveal himself but quietly left. 

The Masked Warrior and his terrifying beast that swallowed the Weasel King whole on 
Mount Jade caused an uproar online. 

The video went viral throughout the earth in a very short period. 

“Who’s this powerful human?” 

Right” Even in the face of the Weasel King he showed no fear That must mean he is at 
least at the Mage Rank” 

The human isn’t the scary one. It’s the beast with him that’s terrifying. It swallowed the 
Weasel King whole What kind of terrifying capability is that?” 



The whole world was discussing the incident 

The powerhouses of the Three Thousand Worlds were also discussing the Gorger 

Marcello and Jace gathered together in Marcello’s mansion in Bane City 

Seeing the Masked Warrior and the Gorger, Marcello’s brows furrowed. She murmured. 
“Is that James?” 

James was wearing a mask, and Marcello was uncertain whether it was him. However, 
from her understanding. James was the strongest human on Earth right now 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2356–“Do you know what kind of creature is this, 
Jace?” 

Marcello looked at Jace, who was also watching the video. 

After watching the footage for a while, Jace took a deep breath. With a solemn 
expression, he said, “If I’m not mistaken, this should be a Gorger” 

“A Gorger?” Marcello was startled. 

“Mhm” 

Jace nodded solemnly. “It’s a terrifyingly strong beast. I’ve only read about it in our 
clan’s ancient books The ancient books said that Gorgers fed on stars. At the same 
time, these beasts possess the ability to devour anything The ancient books have 
records of a Gorger reigning supreme in ancient times as the lord of heaven and earth.” 

Jace pursed lips tightly. 

There was little information about the Gorgers recorded in their clan’s books. There 
were only few brief descriptions of its devastating abilities. 

Jace recognized the Gorger instantly. 

Other powerful beings also recognized the Gorger. 

“This human isn’t one to be messed with.” 

Td better avoid this Masked Warrior” 



“The Masked Man isn’t the one I fear It’s the Gorger with him that’s dangerous. It has 
the power to devour anything.” 

Many patriarchs from different sects began to warn their clans about the Gorger. 

At that moment, Henry, Delainey, and the Blithe King returned to Wrymstead. 

When Harold came to Earth, he went to Wrymstead, apprised Thea that James was 
well, and told her not to worry about him. 

After learning that James was unharmed, Thea breathed a sigh of relief. 

At the back of Wrymstead, there was a secret location. 

It was a forbidden area of Wrymstead, and no one was allowed to approach. Even the 
Divinity Sect’s spies could not infiltrate the place. 

“Haha!” Henry burst out in raucous laughter. 

“I never expected that little Gorger to be so amazing. I underestimated it inside the 
Celestial Abode.” 

Delainey smiled and said, “James’ forceful retaliation against these beasts must’ve 
frightened them. I’m sure they’ll think twice before acting in the future. He bought a lot of 
time for humans.” 

Thea looked at her phone, and smiled beautifully as she looked at the masked man in 
the video. 

She was delighted to see James. 

She had not expected to see her beloved for a long time. Surprisingly, she was able to 
see him again after such a short period. 

While watching him, she immediately realized how lacking she was in terms of strength. 

Even though she mastered the Four-Quadrant Art, there was still a huge gap between 
her, the Outsiders from the Three Thousand Worlds, and the recently emerged beasts. 

Moreover, James’ strength eclipsed hers 

She was his wife and did not want him to bear all his burdens alone. She wanted to be 
of help to him. As such, she decided right there that she would meditate in seclusion 



She put away her phone and the smile on her face vanished. Then, she turned to 
Delainey, Henry, and the Blithe King, saying, “I’m relieved that that James has returned 
to Earth, and you guys are back in 

Wrymstead. I’m planning to cultivate on my own for a white.” 

Thea wanted to go into seclusion and meet with the custodian. 

The custodian of the Chamber of Scriptures was the strongest person she knew on 
Earth 

With the custodian’s help, her strength would definitely see major improvements. 

Delainey said, “You can go rest assured, Thea. With the three of us here in Wrymstead, 
everything will be fine Plus, James wouldn’t sit idly by if a beast were to attack 
Wrymstead.” 

Thea nodded and said, “Then I’ll head off now. If James returns, tell him I’m in the 
Chamber of Scriptures” After Thea finished speaking, she turned around and departed. 

She did not disclose the precise location of the Chamber of Scripture. She believed 
James would know where to find her with the mention of the Chamber of Scriptures. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2357–James and the Gorger’s appearance on 
Mount Jade, and the scene of the Gorger devouring the Weasel King whole caused a 
huge commotion. 

However, no one knew that the person involved was James. 

People knew him instead as the Masked Warrior. 

Everyone also knew a powerful beast accompanied the Masked Warrior and that the 
beast was a Gorger. 

After James rescued the Omniscient Deity and other martial artists, he left Mount Jade. 
He wandered around one of Sol’s lively cities, feeling like he had nowhere to go. 

There was no place for him in the vast world. 

“Look! It’s the Masked Warrior!” 

“Is that little bird on his shoulder the Gorger that has gone viral online?” 



James attracted a lot of attention simply by walking the streets. 

He had already become an internet sensation, and everyone knew about him. The 
mask he was wearing was too conspicuous, and drew too much notice. 

Although some people recognized him as the Masked Warrior, they did not dare to 
approach him and only watched him from afar. 

James also noticed that people around him recognized him from the broadcast. Afraid 
of causing a commotion, he left the city and entered the deep mountain forest. 

After the carnage on Mount Jade, he believed the non-human races would lay low for 
the time being. Now, he had to wait for the providence after the Second Calamity to 
appear on Earth. 

Unfortunately, the Second Calamity on Earth had only just begun. 

James had no idea when the Second Calamity’s providence would appear. He could 
only wait for the time being. 

In an open space on an unknown mountain in Sol, James sat in a lotus position and 
absorbed Empyrean Spiritual Energy to cultivate. His body was surrounded by the 
plentiful Empyrean Spiritual Energy around him. James absorbed it and refined them 
into his own True Energy. 

At that moment, his phone buzzed, and he received a notification. 

He stopped cultivating and pulled out his phone. It was a notification from the Martial 
Arts Forum. 

After seeing the content of the article, James frowned deeply. “This Elephant King must 
have a death wish.” 

The news article was about the Elephant King gathering a beast army. He was 
preparing to attack Sol’s Southwestern Province. Not only that, the Elephant King also 
publicly taunted the Masked Warrior. 

“The Masked Warrior is a mere ant in my eyes. I’ll tear him into pieces if he dares to 
appear in the next few minutes.” 

“I’m not afraid of his Gorger either.” 

The Elephant King made his confident declaration online. 

It caused widespread panic. 



James was deeply upset by the news. 

According to the information he gathered, the Elephant King was a very powerful beast 
that was at the Mage Rank’s Second Stage. The Weasel King could not compare to his 
might. 

There were only three stages in the Mage Rank. However, the difference in strength 
between the stages was vast. 

“Feb, can you devour a beast at the Mage Rank’s Second Stage?” asked James. 

Feb, who was perched on his shoulder, replied lazily, “I’m afraid that won’t be possible. I 
can only devour beasts at the First Stage with my current strength. I’m not strong 
enough to devour a Second Stage beast.” 

“Then what should I do?” James was stumped. 

With his current strength, James could only take on a beast at the Mage Rank’s First 
Stage. He was not confident about defeating a beast on the Second Stage. 

Feb said nonchalantly, “How would I know? By the way, there are many great boons on 
Earth, James. There’s a wealth of opportunities for me. I can’t keep following you 
around. I want to go seek great treasures for myself too.” 

“I can only help you if I improve my strength as fast as I can. As I am now, I can’t 
provide you with the support you desire.” 

Feb requested permission to leave since there were many possibilities and boons on 
Earth. 

She wanted to go on her own adventure. 

“You want to leave at a time like this?” James’ frown deepened. Feb was incredibly 
powerful and was his greatest asset. If she left, it would be difficult for him to act. 

Feb explained, “The situation on Earth isn’t that bad yet. If I don’t improve my strength 
when I can, there will be nothing I can do when the situation on Earth worsens.” 

James gave it some careful consideration and nodded. “Alright. Since you want to find 
your own boons, go for it. I’ll find a way to deal with the Elephant King and protect the 
Southwest Province myself.” 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2358–“Alright.” Feb nodded her dainty head. 

Then, she flapped her little wings and left, quickly disappearing from James’ sight. 

After Feb left, James’ anxiety resurfaced. 

The Southwest Province was one of Sol’s central regions. Once it gets conquered by 
the Elephant King, other beasts would surely follow his example, and Sol would soon be 
subjugated. 

Once Sol falls, the entire world would also rapidly collapse, as would Wrymstead. 

James had to prevent this from happening. 

Even though he was no match for the Elephant King, he still had to go to the Southwest 
Province. 

This was the first battle between humans and beasts. He had to defend the Southwest 
Province with all his might. 

However, he knew it would be impossible for him to defend the Southwest Province 
alone. He needed Sol’s assistance and along with their heavy artillery. 

Only then would he have a fighting chance against the Elephant King. 

James left the area and headed to the Capital in Sol. 

The Capital no longer flourished like it did in the past. 

There were fewer people on the streets. Instead, fully armed troops marched around, 
and many combat aircraft patrolled through the sky. Clearly they were worried about 
Outsiders infiltrating the Capital. 

There was a guard post every few steps he took in the city. 

However, James could easily sneak past these guards with his current strength. 

Both the new and old Kings were gathered together in the Peace Mansion. 

The new King said despondently, “The situation is dire now. We’ve entered an 
apocalyptic era, however, I’m just a regular human without any cultivation base. I’m not 
qualified to lead Sol anymore.” 

He looked at the old King and said, “I’d like to resign from my position as King, Sir.” 

The old King looked at him and said, “You want to resign at this critical hour?” 



“There’s nothing I can do, Sir. The Elephant King has already announced he would 
bring a beast army. …” 

The old King interrupted him with a wave and said, “I understand your worries, but who 
will take over your position if you step down now?” 

In this era, no one would dare take over as Sol’s King. 

Succeeding the throne would mean being responsible for the safety of billions of Sol’s 
citizens. 

Both Kings fell silent. 

A person stood guard outside the door. 

Gloom watched the surroundings attentively. 

In the past, Gloom was considered a powerful person, However, now, his strength was 
only slightly better 

than an ordinary person’s. Compared to the beasts, his strength was nothing. 

Thud! Thud! Thud! 

The sound of a pair of footsteps grew louder. 

Gloom turned around and saw a man approaching. He was slightly taken aback and 
exclaimed, “The Masked Warrior?” 

James came over and took off his mask. 

“J-James? Is that you?” 

Gloom’s jaw dropped. 

James nodded slightly, pushed open the door, and walked into the living room. 

Before he entered the living room, he had already overheard the two Kings’ 
conversation. 

The men in the room fell silent. Suddenly, the door opened, and a voice said, “I’ll be the 
King, then.” 

Hearing the voice, the Kings got up simultaneously and turned to see the visitor. 

When they saw James, both of them were dumbfounded. 



“J-James? It’s you! You’re still alive?” The old King was frozen in shock. Then, a thrilled 
look appeared on his face. 

James nodded and said, “Yeah. Sol is now being threatened by a beast army, and I can 
no longer stay hidden. I’ll take up the position of King. I will shoulder the burden of Sol’s 
fate.” 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2359–James overheard that the new King 
wanted to step down from his position. 

The country’s leader would become the prime target with the current circumstances. 
Having no power, he would quickly meet his demise. The new King did not want to die 
in vain. He was determined to survive the disaster. 

The old King was unwilling to take over again but could not find someone willing to do it 
in his place. 

Seeing James before them, both the new and old King were overjoyed. 

The old King stood up and said excitedly, “You came back at just the right time, James. 
Sol is in dire straits and needs your guidance. Since you’te here, I declare you Sol’s 
new King.” 

The new King also hurriedly added. “I’ll immediately make arrangements to transfer all 
authority to you.” 

Both of them wanted to push the responsibility onto James. 

James did not say anything about how the two were acting. Since he chose to come 
himself, he was committed to either live or die with Sol. 

James nodded and said, “Alright. It’s not too late, so speed up the procedures. 
However, I’m not going to use my real identity. 

With that said, he took out his mask and put it on. 

“Y-You’re the-?!” 

Both Kings had not expected this. 

“You’re the Masked Warrior that broadcasted the death of the Weasel King at Mount 
Jade?” 



James gave a small nod. 

After that, he stayed in the Capital and waited for the procedures to be settled. 

Drastic situations called for drastic measures. 

In less than a day, the handover procedures were swiftly completed. James was now 
the Emperor of Wyrmstead and also the King of Sol. He currently held the highest 
authority in the world. 

However, the higher one’s position, the more responsibilities one had to carry. 

After the two Kings handed over the country’s affairs to James, they left the Capital. 

Many beasts had their eyes on Sol, so it was dangerous to stay in the Capital. 

Despite the authority over the country being handed to James, Gloom did not leave 
along with the previous Kings. 

James sat on the soft sofa in the Peace Mansion. Gloom stood aside and gave him his 
report, “James…I mean, King, the situation is currently quite grim. The Elephant King 
has declared that he would launch an attack on Sol’s Southwest Province in three 
days.” 

“Three days?” James exasperatedly rubbed his temples. 

Gloom asked, “What should we do, King?” 

James rubbed his chin and said, “Relay the order to deploy our country’s arsenal. 
Within three days, transport nuclear bombs to the Southwest Province. This will be the 
first battle between humans and beasts on Earth. Even if we must make large 
sacrifices, we can’t let the Southwest Province fall.” 

“Understood.” Gloom nodded. 

Then, he quickly arranged to secretly transport various weapons to the Southwest 
Province. 

James took out his phone and called Henry, who was far away in Wrymstead. 

“Who’s there?” 

Henry’s personal phone rang and he answered the call warily. 

“It’s me, the King of Sol,” said James. 



“James!” Although he did not say his name, Henry immediately recognized James’ 
voice. 

James said, “I need your help. Get Delainey to take charge of Wrymstead. You and the 
Blithe King need to immediately head to Sol’s Southwest Province. I’ll head over soon. 
Let’s meet up and discuss the rest there.” 

“Alright, understood.” Henry nodded. 

James hung up the phone, then got up and left the Capital. He boarded a private plane 
and headed to the Southwest Province. 

James, Henry, and the Blithe King met in the Southwest Province that night. 

James took off his mask inside the military region’s secret room. He said solemnly, “The 
situation at the moment is bleak. The Elephant King declared an attack on the 
Southwest Province. It’s going to happen two days from now. According to my 
information, the Elephant King’s strength is equivalent to a Second Stage Mage.” 

Henry nodded and said solemnly, “So, I’ve heard.” 

The Blithe King asked, “What should we do now?” 

James shook his head slightly and said, “The Elephant King is too powerful. There’s no 
way I can defeat him unless I reveal myself and use the Sacriligeous Ascension. 
However, we’re in the age of mass media, and many beasts will be watching Sol’s 
Southwest Province closely. If I use the Sacriligeous Ascension, my identity will be 
exposed, and it’ll attract Divinity Sect’s attention. If that happens, it’ll be impossible for 
me to escape.” 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2360–“Since this is the first battle between 
humans and beasts, we absolutely need to win. 

“If we fail, it’ll lead to a terrible chain of events.” 

The two subordinates listened carefully. 

Henry asked, “What’s your plan, James?” 

James shook his head sadly. 

He had no plans and only thought of defending the province with all the had. 



James had 400,000 soldiers in the Celestial’ Abode, they were put through constant 
training. It was not yet a suitable time to deploy them. They were his trump card, and he 
did not want to use them if it were not absolutely necessary. 

For now, they could only focus on defence. 

He pondered for a moment and said, “Issue an order for citizens to evacuate the 
Southwest Province. In the next two days, get as many people out of the city as 
possible.” 

“Inform the military region’s troops to make preparations. Once the beast army appears, 
fire our nuclear 

bombs at them.” 

James gave a series of orders. 

After receiving the orders, Henry and the Blithe King immediately made arrangements. 

Time passed by in a flash. 

The two days went by in the blink of an eye. 

Most of the people of Yizerton in the Southwest Province had evacuated, but not all of 
them managed to 

leave in time since it was on such short notice. 

Right then, a legion of beasts appeared on a mountain range outside of Yizerton. 
Additionally, these beasts had the ability to fly. 

An army of thousands of beasts had gathered. 

“Attack!” 

The Elephant King started a live broadcast on the Martial Arts Forum. 

He stood on top of a mountain. 

His body was gargantuan, and devastating aura emanated from his body. As the order 
left his mouth, the massive beast army descended on the Southwest Province from 
various directions. 

James appeared in Yizerton. 



He hovered above the suburbs and held a long sword, watching the army rushing 
toward the city from a distance. 

He was wearing a wireless transceiver. 

At that moment, a message came from the transceiver. 

“James, the beast army is drawing close to the cities and arrive shortly.” 

“Launch the nukes.” 

James instructed decisively. 

Following his order, the military region fired a missile. 

A mushroom-sized cloud billowed into the sky outside a particular certain city in the 
Southwest Province. 

After a while, the dust settled. The mountains below were reduced to dust, and the 
ground was littered 

with bones. 

Rumble!!! 

The ground in the Southwest Province shook non-stop. 

The beast army emerged but took the full brunt of the human’s most potent weapon. 
Half of the beast army’s troops were wiped out in that short moment. The beasts were 
unable to avoid the human’s most powerful weapon in time. 

Although they managed to eliminate many beasts, there were also human casualties. 

However, James had no luxury to concern himself over that at the moment. Once the 
beasts breached the city, the number of casualties would surely soar to a more 
horrendous height. 

At that moment, James was also broadcasting the battle. 

He contacted the Elephant King online. 

He looked at the colossal Elephant King through the screen and said grimly, “Elephant 
King, you’re walking to your death.” 

The Elephant King said, “The other beasts might fear you, but I don’t, Masked Warrior. 
Sol’s Southwest Province will be mine, and all humans there will become my slaves.” 



“You can go ahead and try.” 

James gripped his long sword. 

He looked at the army of flying beasts in the distance. A dazzling golden light burst from 
the dragon bone in James’ body and his strength multiplied instantly. 

The long sword in his hand also glowed brighter. 

“Haaah!!!” 

A bright Sword Energy manifested and continued to enlarge. It pierced through the sky 
and sliced the beasts. 

In a short moment, the beast army suffered numerous casualties. 
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